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Let Q,, be the n-cube (the vertex set of Q,, is “{O, I}; two vertices are connected 
iff they differ in exactly one coordinate), and for any graph G let S(G) bc the 
minimum vertex degree in G. In [ 11 A. Ehrenfeucht and J, Mycielski showed that 
a s&graph G of Q,, having 6(G) = 11 - 1 has at most two connected components 
and asked how many components a subgraph G of Q,, 4th given value 8(G) can 
have. We answer two more general questions here. 
We define the skew ~P-CUI~CS, a class of connec*cd graphs each having 2” 
vertices, by recursion. The only skew l-cube is the one point graph. A skew 
(n 3. U-cube is a graph G with B perfect matching M such that no proper subset of 
M is a cutset for G, and G \ M (obtained by removing the edges of M from G) is 
the disjoint union of two skew n-cubes (a matching is a pairwise non-adjacent set 
of edges; it is perfect if it covers every vertex). Q,, is, naturally, an example of a 
skew n-cube. A subgraph of a skew n-cube is called a partial skew n-cube. An 
easy induction argument shows that a graph is a partial skew cube iff each of its 
subgraphs H has a matching whose removal disconnects H. Thus for example 
every (finite) subgraph of the l-skeleton of the regular lattice of cubes in ” IS a 
partial skew cube. 
:Proposition. (a) A connixted partial skew n-cube 6 has at least 2”‘” oclrtices, 
(b) A partial skew n-cube G has at mast 2” ““) connected camponertts. I his 
bound is 6;tained ifl G is the disjoint union of 2” ““’ skew G(G)-cubes. 
of. Induction on n proves (a): n = 0 is trivial. Let G be a 
+ &cube C, and let M be a matching in C such that C\ 
disjoint union of two skew n-cubes C, and Cz. The desired conclusion follows by 
applying the induction hypothesis to C, n C and Cz 17 G. 
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The first assertion of (b) is immediate. The second follows from the easily 
proved fast that a partial skew cube W with 2acrf’ vertices is a skew cube. Cl 
Skew cubes are one generalization of cubes, another is as follows. Let G be the 
graph wigh vertex set ’ (0, I, . . . , m - l}, in which two vertices are connected by an 
edge ifl they differ in exactly one coordinate. Then we can prove much as above 
that each subgraph H of G has at least 
(1+8(H)-(na-1)A)m’ 
vertices, where A is the greatest integer, in S(H)/(m - I). 
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